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Decadent Luxury
A major renovation by DesignAgency has established Canada’s first
St. Regis Hotel, introducing Canadians to the elegant spirit of the
historic New York brand in the heart of Toronto’s financial district.
Images: Brandon Barré
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Canadian practise DesignAgency took inspiration from Toronto’s
cultural and architectural heritage to create an interior scheme for
Canada’s first St Regis hotel.
The creative team was led by studio Design Director Julia Summerville,
who worked with lighting design consultancy Ombrages to create a
scheme that would express enduring quality. The project comprised
the overhaul of a 3000sqft space, which includes the ground floor
lobby, café and bar lounge, and the 3720sqft signature hotel restaurant
on the 31st floor. Prior to the renovations, the interiors were dark and
overwhelming. A key challenge for Summerville and her team was to
establish an environment that felt fresh and new, while also retaining
certain existing elements in the lobby, such as the black granite floor
and the onyx walls that were simply too valuable to remove.
Entering through the elegant Porte Cochere, (meaning coach gate)
guests find a warm and welcoming milieu in the lobby and ground
floor Astor Lounge. Summerville explains: “We were asked to create
a space that could cater to both large and intimate groups, transition
from day to night, act as a functional reception and bar, while offering
a welcoming, residential feeling. We used a soft, earthy colour palette,

custom-designed furnishings, lighting and custom designed elements
that shift the emphasis from the floor and walls as a solution.
We created vignettes that add layers and allow reprieve and quiet
moments, but also activate the space for signature St Regis rituals
like the champagne sabering,” - a celebratory technique of opening
champagne bottles that the hotel brand uses for ceremonious
occasions.
The focal point of the lobby is a double-sided stained oak reception
cabinet with polished bronze and fluted glass detailing. There’s also
a curated collection of artefacts and sculptural elements that prompt
curiosity. A tall totemic sculpture by local artist Edward Falkenberg
further emphasises the connection between built structure and nature.
Behind the screen, the flexible Astor Lounge is defined by soft, earthy
colours, and exudes the artistry and craftsmanship of the St. Regis
brand through the use of authentic woods, leathers, stone and bronze
details. Luxury stems from the array of custom-designed elements,
each conveying quiet excellence, while abstractly paying homage
to a myriad of inspirations including geology, mapping, railway
ties, wooden and leather snowshoes, birch bark canoes, and urban
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architecture including Victorian brick facades and modernist office
buildings.
Selecting the right lighting is always a huge decision for the team at
DesignAgency, as Summerville explains further: “It sets the whole tone
of voice for the room. For the lobby, we designed a softly illuminated
metallic ceiling mural, which was hand-painted by Moss + Lam Studio.
It echoes the typography of the Great Lakes while drawing eyes
upwards and inviting guests beyond the reception to the Astor lounge.
Balancing the layers and levels of light was the main challenge for the
lobby and café/bar as the room has many different uses throughout
the day. We selected smoked glass for accent lights because it is soft
on the eyes and casts a warm glow throughout the space.”
Another key part of the design was adding concealed and integrated
lighting into the millwork to provide a soft and elegant ambiance.
Summerville continues: “Indirect lighting also informed the design, for
example the ceiling includes integrated cove lighting that acts as the
general illuminator for the space, while feeling soft and sophisticated."
“The café/lounge needed to easily transition from early morning to
late night, so flexibility was key,” says Summerville. “We created a

retractable countertop in the bar so that it could easily transition from
a pastry display in the morning to a champagne well at night. A bronze
mesh screen conceals and reveals the bar bottles, while smoked glass
globe lights held in braided leather nets underscore the bar’s presence
while also helping to shift the illumination from day to night.”
The 31st floor Louix Louis restaurant is the jewel in the hotel’s crown.
Stepping out of the elevator, guests are immersed in a gilded mosaic
lobby – a dark and intimate foyer that sets the stage for entering
the Louix Louis restaurant. Champagne coloured cut-crystal tiles are
ignited by the golden light from a geometric chandelier above, and an
elegant hostess station combines burled walnut and burgundy leather
with bronze detailing. From there, guests are ushered into a soaring
space inspired by the decadent spirit of the turn of the 19th Century,
the grand hotel bars of France and America and Canada’s history as a
manufacturer of distilled whisky and spirits. According to Sommerville,
“We wanted to treat guests to the abstract feeling of whisky swirling in
a cut crystal glass.”
The restaurant shimmers and glows from refracted light bouncing
off curved oak walls with smoked bevelled mirror and metal detailing.
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The three chandeliers swirl from above like fluted silk skirts – their
rose gold and amber tinted shades cast warm light throughout the
restaurant.
When designing a lighting scheme, Summerville tells darc, she always
considers how the decorative elements work with the architectural.
“The ceiling elements in both the lobby and 31st floor restaurant
required sophisticated lighting accents that provide a weightlessness
to the room, we introduced coves to enhance the expansiveness, and
also to frame the art.”
Decorative lighting elements were key to adding that final layer of
luxury and DesignAgency collaborated directly with Czech crystal
manufacturer Preciosa Lighting to create a host of bespoke lighting;
wall sconces and table lamps, the feature bar light in the café, the
billowing chandeliers in the signature Louix Louis restaurant, as
well as the console table and bar. Key off-the-shelf pieces were also
specified from Toronto lighting brand Avenue Road and New York
manufacturer Apparatus Studio.
“Whether it was carving large scale wood flutes in the walls with
lighting to highlight the grand scale of Louix Louis, or adding in layers
of sparkle on the ground floor that add softness to the room, lighting

was pivotal in setting the overall tone of voice for both spaces,” says
Summerville.
Even with the successful outcome of this project, the process of
achieving such a considered interior was not without its hurdles.
DesignAgency needed to work closely with the mechanical and
electrical consultants to ensure historic heating, ventilation and
sprinkler systems could be relocated in order to achieve frames in the
ceiling that allowed the team to install and illuminate feature artwork.
Even with these challenges, the team managed to stay true to their
initial vision. “It was a great achievement as our original design intent
was successful and now both ceilings act as talking points for guests
and enhance the overall experience,” adds Summerville.
Another key challenge in designing the restaurant was the need to
create intimate moments within such a magnificent space. In order to
achieve this, DesignAgency integrated a variety of seating options and
defined a different lighting ambiance for each space. Round leather
club chairs and curved elongated sofas are combined with side table
lamps to offer a sense of intimacy and familiarity, capturing a feeling
of domesticity.
The final design reflects the unique vision developed by the
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DesignAgency team in their original visualisations. “We’re so pleased
with the result; it was great to see the creative project come to life and
the hotel launched with much success,” says Summerville.
As this is the first St Regis hotel in Canada, DesignAgency had a
larger challenge than just curating an interior space. They were tasked
with setting the standard for luxury, upholding the historic New York
hotel chain’s impeccable and unrivalled standard. The team needed
to ensure there was a strong narrative that ran throughout the whole
design and highlighted the brand principles of St Regis, which included
drawing a connection to its location.
The creative scheme for the St Regis is about more than just furniture
and lighting, Summerville and her team used interior tools as vehicles
to tell the bigger story of the culture upon which the hotel was built. It
has a responsibility to uphold a standard of decadent luxury without
being obtuse, while capturing heritage and paving the way for a
modernist era of wealth.They exceeded at this significant challenge,
placing lighting at the core of a scheme that creates a warmth and
captures wealth, home comforts, and modesty all in the same glow.
www.thedesignagency.ca

Design Details
St Regis Hotel, Toronto, Canada
Interior Design: DesignAgency
Lighting Consultant: Ombrages
Lighting Specified: Apparatus Studio Lantern floor
lamp; Avenue Road Lantern table lamp - Neri & Hu;
Preciosa Lighting bespoke pieces

A key challenge for DesignAgency was to establish a
new environment that was adaptable while also retaining
certain existing elements in the lobby such as the black
granite floor and the onyx walls that were too valuable
to remove. Inspiration for the hotel was drawn from
Canada’s history as a manufacturer of distilled whisky
and spirits.
Decorative lighting elements were key to adding that
final layer of luxury at the St Regis. Whether it was
carving large scale wood flutes in the walls with lighting
to highlight the grand scale of the Louix Louis restaurant,
or adding in layers of sparkle on the ground floor that
add softness to the room, lighting was pivotal in setting
the overall tone of voice for both spaces.

